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1. Introduction

Recently we read two popular books that deal with the perennial philosophical question What is
Life? The authors use physics, chemistry, and biology to answer this. What is so interesting is that
they are so different in their approaches. This talk presents a small part of what we have learned,
what  we  have  missed  and  what  has  kept  our  minds  occupied.  We  limit  ourselves  to
thermodynamics as, following a remark by Arthur Eddington1:

“If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with
Maxwell’s  equations  –  then so  much  the  worse  for  Maxwell’s  equations…  But  if  your
theory is found to be against the Second Law of Thermodynamics (SLoT), I can give you no
hope: there is nothing for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation.”

2. Erwin Schrödinger

ES spent WW2 in Dublin where he helped to establish the Institute of Advance Studies. In February
1943 he, not an expert in biology, presented a series of three public lectures called What is Life?
These  lectures  were  published a  year  later  and the  15 th reprint  is  from 20132.  So,  what  is  so
remarkable about his 90 pages long book?

In 1943 the Laws of Heredity were already well established. Based on results of Max Delbrück from
1935  ES  postulates  that  the  genetic  information  is  encoded  in  an  aperiodic  crystal.  This  was
confirmed by Watson and Crick ten years later in 1953.

ES, being a physicist, is fully aware that on one hand a living organism has to obey the SLoT. On the
other, due to constant intake of energy from its surrounding (metabolism) it is far from equilibrium.
He concludes that “We must therefore not be discouraged by the difficulty of interpreting life by
ordinary laws of physics… We must be prepared to find a new type of physical law prevailing in
[living matter].” (ES, p. 80)  

3. Addy Pross

AP, professor emeritus of theoretical chemistry at the Ben Gurion University in Beer-Sheba, in his
200 page  book (2nd edition from 20163) builds (1) on results of ES, (2) on the developments in
chemistry, biology and microbiology since 1943 and (3) attempts to present a unifying picture of
chemistry becoming biology. 

 AP starts with division of chemistry into (1) regular or classical chemistry, that is chemistry where
the  reaction  rates are  at  most  linear,  eventually  decreasing  to  zero  when the  thermodynamic
equilibrium is reached. Often a catalyst is added to enhance the reaction rate. (2)  Replicative or
autocatalytic chemistry is when one of the reactants is itself a catalyst. In this case due to positive
feedback  the  reaction  rates  are  at  most  exponential, depending  on  the  reactant’s  /  catalyst’s
supply. AP calls this Malthusian kinetics4. 

1  A S Eddington, the nature of the physical world, Macmillan 1948.
2  Ervin Schrödinger, What is Life? 1944, reprinted 2013, ISBN 978-1-107-60466-7.
3  Addy Pross, What is Life? How Chemistry Becomes Biology, 2nd edition 2016, ISBN 978-0-19-878479-1. This edition is 

an extended version of the first edition: AP added a new chapter: Epilogue – The Logic of Life. It is based on Robert 
Pascal and Addy Pross, Stability and its manifestation in the chemical and biological worlds, Chem. Commun., 51, 
16160—65 (2015).   

4  Thomas Malthus, An essay on the principle of population, London (1798), http://www.esp.
org/books/malthus/population/malthus.pdf. Malthus showed exponential increase of population when not restricted 
by scarcity of resources.
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AP believes that the traditional view of how life evolved on Earth (chemical and biological phases
separated  by an artificial line) is incorrect. He claims that the two phases are one of replicative
chemistry. According to him chemistry became biology with the appearance of first autocatalytic
reactions about 3.5 billion years ago.

AP postulates a new persistency principle that governs the whole of replicative chemistry, not only
living organisms. Stated in a very simplified form:
1. Persistency principle applies to populations of living organisms rather than individuals. 

2. The persistency principle claims that nature seeks persistent forms. That is that populations of

biological entities / replicators tend from less persistent (stable) to more persistent forms. In

other words, the persistency is of populations in time.

3. To quantify item 2, AP introduces a new term, dynamic-kinetic stability, or DKS. Its domain of

operation is replicative chemistry. It expresses the rate of birth minus the rate of death in a

population of replicators. DKS is a  quantitative expression of the persistency principle:  When

comparing two related populations, one with greater DKS is more persistent.

4. Postscript

After reading and rereading ES and AP we felt that something is missing: the far-from-equilibrium
thermodynamics  and its  contributions  to  the  emergence  of  life.  This  topic  was  not  developed
during ES’s time, but he was fully aware of it when he wrote about metabolism. AP skimmed over it
in one page and concentrated on his agenda of unifying chemistry with biology.  We found this
question resolved in a collection of 12 lectures published after the 1993 conference dedicated to ES
landmark lectures5 by “Who is Who in Biology” in the 1990s. They were mostly highly critical of ES
and his claims. The exception was the last lecture of E D Schneider and J J Kay (pp. 161—174). They
explained in some detail how being far-from-equilibrium new structures can emerge. They believe
that being far-from-equilibrium is the driving force behind the appearance of life on earth and its
complexification.

So where does the philosophy come in? Isn’t philosophy the ultimate arbiter between different
scientific disciplines such as physics, chemistry, and biology? Is the persistency principle a genuine
improvement  on  Darwin’s  survival  of  the  fittest?  And,  finally,  is  far-from-equilibrium
thermodynamics the panacea to the question What is Life? It depends on from where you look and
what your agenda is.

5  M P Murphy and L E O’Neill (ed.), What is Life? The next Fifty Years, Cambridge University Press 1995. ISBN 0 521 
59939 3.
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